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Metabolic regulation via enzyme filamentation
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ABSTRACT
Determining the mechanisms of enzymatic regulation is central to the study of cellular metabol-
ism. Regulation of enzyme activity via polymerization-mediated strategies has been shown to be
widespread, and plays a vital role in mediating cellular homeostasis. In this review, we begin with
an overview of the filamentation of CTP synthase, which forms filamentous structures termed
cytoophidia. We then highlight other important examples of the phenomenon. Moreover, we dis-
cuss recent data relating to the regulation of enzyme activity by compartmentalization into cytoo-
phidia. Finally, we hypothesize potential roles for enzyme filament formation in the regulation of
metabolism, development and disease.
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Introduction

The traditional view of cell biology in which the cyto-
plasm represents a largely disordered collection of freely
diffusible proteins and metabolites has been extensively
challenged in recent years. Advances in microscopy and
imaging technologies has led to a greater appreciation
of the presence of high order cytoskeletal organization
as well as numerous novel intracellular compartments
and bodies. Furthermore, it is increasingly apparent that
many of these subcellular compartments are dynamic,
undergoing considerable reorganization in response to
various extrinsic and intrinsic stimuli.

A large-scale screen of a yeast GFP library showed
that a surprising number of metabolic proteins undergo
spatial reorganization during nutrient stress induced
quiescence, with over 20% of the strains examined dis-
playing novel punctate structures (Narayanaswamy
et al., 2009). Similarly, the unexpected compartmental-
ization of a large number of metabolic proteins was
observed in a localization screen in the asymmetric bac-
terium, Caulobacter crescentus (Werner et al., 2009).
These studies indicate that control of metabolic flux by
compartmentalization may be a more widespread phe-
nomenon than previously realized. Although several of
these cellular compartments have since been independ-
ently corroborated, fluorescence-based localization stud-
ies must interpreted with some caution, as the presence
of fluorescent fusion proteins has been known to result

in aberrant aggregation, sometimes leading to the false
identification of novel cytoplasmic bodies. For example,
In the case of Clp proteases, which were thought to
localize to biologically relevant bodies until examined
further by orthogonal methods (Kain et al., 2008;
Landgraf et al., 2012; Simmons et al., 2008). Despite
these limitations, it has become apparent in recent years
that a large number of these self-organizing cytoplasmic
structures mediate novel biochemical functions, many
of which are involved in fundamental metabolic
processes.

It has been hypothesized that the assembly of intra-
cellular bodies contributes to the regulation of metabol-
ism by controlling flux through a particular pathway. This
phenomenon has been most comprehensively demon-
strated for several of the enzymes involved in the de
novo biosynthesis of purine nucleotides. Key enzymes in
this pathway have been shown to reversibly co-localize
to discrete cytoplasmic bodies known as purinosomes,
which are responsive to changing purine concentrations
(An et al., 2008). It has been demonstrated that the close
association of these enzymes facilitates efficient produc-
tion of purines, presumably through a substrate channel-
ing mechanism (Zhao et al., 2013). Conflicting evidence
has been presented casting doubt on the validity of
these observations and questioning whether the
observed bodies are in fact non-functional protein aggre-
gates (Zhao et al., 2014). A time-lapse study shows that
the formation of purinosome is closely linked to the cell
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cycle (Chan et al., 2015). Super-resolution microscopy
reveals that purinosomes locate in close proximity of
mitochondria (French et al., 2016). Dysregulation of mito-
chondria caused an increase in the number of purino-
somes and the association of these two types of
organelles is mediated by mTOR (French et al., 2016).

In contrast to the many subcellular ‘‘bodies’’ observed
that have punctate or amorphous structures, several
intracellular compartments with filamentous morpholo-
gies have more recently been identified. These filaments
have in many cases been identified as being distinct
from the canonical cytoskeleton, being frequently com-
prised of or containing metabolic enzymes. The contri-
bution of the majority of these cellular filaments to the
regulation of metabolism has been poorly understood.
However, the mechanisms by which these enzyme fila-
ments assemble and regulate enzymatic activity have
begun to be better characterized. These insights have
led to a greater understanding of the role of enzyme fil-
aments in cell and developmental biology, metabolic
homeostasis and disease biology.

In this review, we provide an overview of our current
knowledge of filament-forming enzymes. We go on to
highlight remaining questions in the field, and advance
novel hypotheses regarding the overall impact of meta-
bolic filament formation in cell biology based on evi-
dence in the literature.

CTP synthase and the cytoophidium

To date, the best characterized example of enzymatic
activity mediated by filament formation is that of CTP
synthase (CTPS). CTPS is responsible for catalyzing the
ATP dependent conversion of UTP to CTP, and as such
acts as a critical rate limiting step for both the de novo
and salvage pyrimidine synthesis pathways (Lauritsen
et al., 2011; Long et al., 1970). The concentration of CTP
synthase affects the equilibrium between its mono-
meric, dimeric, and tetrameric forms (Robertson, 1995).
Each monomer contains two functional domains: the
kinase ammonia ligase (ALase) domain and the glutam-
ine amidotransferase (GAT) domain (Massiere & Badet-
Denisot, 1998; Zalkin, 1993; Zalkin & Smith, 1998). The
GAT domain catalyzes GTP-activated glutamine hydroly-
sis, while the ALase domain mediates Mg2þ-ATP-
dependent phosphorylation of the UTP uracil O4 atom
and displacement of the uracil O4 phosphate by ammo-
nia (Levitzki & Koshland, 1976; Weng & Zalkin, 1987).
CTPS is therefore vital for synthesizing CTP nucleotides
required for cellular growth and proliferation.

In 2010, three groups independently reported that
CTPS compartmentalizes into filamentous cytoplasmic
structures in bacteria, yeast and Drosophila cells

(Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010; Liu, 2010; Noree et al.,
2010) (Figure 1). These intracellular structures have been
termed cytoophidia, meaning cellular serpents (Liu,
2010). The terms ‘‘CTPS filaments’’ (Ingerson-Mahar
et al., 2010; Noree et al., 2010) and ‘‘cytoplasmic rods
and rings’’ (Carcamo et al., 2011) have also been used to
describe equivalent structures.

The presence of this feature across such diverse spe-
cies (Figure 1) suggests that the formation of cytoophi-
dia represents a common regulatory strategy for
mediating the production of CTP nucleotides. Multiple
lines of evidence have previously indicated that CTPS
incorporated into cytoophidia is catalytically inactive,
thereby implicating the structure in the downregulation
of enzymatic activity. For example, it has been exten-
sively reported that treatment with glutamine analogs
such as 6-diazo-5-oxo-L-norleucine (DON), an irreversible
competitive inhibitor of CTPS, induces the formation of
cytoophidia in Drosophila tissues and human cell lines
(Carcamo et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011; Gou et al., 2014).
Similarly, treatment of yeast cells with CTP (an allosteri-
cally binding end-product inhibitor of CTPS), caused an
increase in filament formation, whilst point mutations at
the allosteric CTP binding site resulted in disruption of
filaments (Noree et al., 2010). However, in contrast to
these data, treatment of the bacteria C. crescentus with
DON caused CTPS filaments to disassemble (Ingerson-
Mahar et al., 2010).

Cytoophidia have been shown to be widespread in
various tissues in vivo, across which a surprising amount
of morphological variation and specific spatial distribu-
tion is observed. Most strikingly, the germline cells of
the Drosophila ovary reliably contain very large cytoo-
phidia, often exceeding 20 lm in length (Aughey et al.,
2016; Azzam & Liu, 2013; Liu, 2010; Strochlic et al., 2014;
Wang et al., 2015) (Figure 1A). Other tissues in which
these structures are frequently observed include: the lar-
val lymph gland (the Drosophila hematopoietic stem cell
niche), in which filaments are largely observed as closed
circles (Liu, 2010); primary spermatocytes in the testis,
and the optic lobe of the larval CNS (Chen et al., 2011;
Tastan & Liu, 2015). In rat hippocampal neurons, CTPS
filaments have a polarized distribution, being restricted
to axons (Noree et al., 2010). Moreover, CTPS has been
found to form cytoophidia both in the cytoplasm and
nucleus in fission yeast (Figure 1C) and mammalian cells
(Gou et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014).

Cytoophidia typically exhibit the snake-shaped, fila-
mentous, and elongated forms, which lend them their
name. In some cases, filaments have been observed
with toroidal structures, which seem to be more
prevalent in certain tissues or cell lines than others
(Aughey et al., 2014; Liu, 2010; Noree et al., 2010).
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Macroscopic cytoophidia are comprised of small CTPS
polymers, which associate into larger filaments. The rela-
tionship between small and large filaments is that
smaller cytoophidia can fuse together to form larger
ones, while large filaments can break apart (fission) to
form small ones (Gou et al., 2014; Liu, 2010). The mech-
anism by which enzyme polymers associate into larger
filaments is yet to be fully elucidated. It is still unclear
whether the varying morphologies and localizations of
cytoophidia are important for mediating specific func-
tions in vivo.

Metabolic regulation by enzyme
polymerization

Recently, the relationship between polymerization and
CTPS enzyme activity has been more extensively eluci-
dated. Using a novel light-scattering and absorbance
assay to simultaneously monitor CTPS activity and fila-
ment assembly, it was shown that CTPS polymerization
is strongly attenuated by increasing CTP concentration
in vitro, providing further evidence that filament forma-
tion inhibits enzyme activity (Barry et al., 2014). This

result is supported by the previously reported observa-
tion that mutation of a critical residue for CTP feedback
inhibition (E160K) caused a disruption of filament
assembly in yeast (Noree et al., 2010, 2014). Similarly,
Aughey et al. (2014) have shown that order of magni-
tude increases in the levels of intracellular CTPS are
accompanied by corresponding increases in length and
numbers of cytoophidia, but only moderate increases in
CTP concentration in Drosophila (Aughey et al., 2014).
The consensus view from these three studies is that
polymerization of CTPS is a novel mechanism which
acts to downregulate enzymatic activity, although the
exact mechanism by which this occurs is less well
understood.

Using cryo-electron microscopy, the structure of CTPS
polymers has been determined, from which a novel
mechanism of enzymatic regulation has been proposed
(Barry et al., 2014). According to the model proposed by
Barry et al., symmetrical cross-shaped CTPS homote-
tramers assemble with a novel interdigitated conform-
ation, mediated by interactions between adjacent linker
regions (connecting the GATase and ALase domains).
It is thought physical constraints to the conformation of

Figure 1. Cytoophidia exist in various organisms. CTPS has been found forming filamentous structures in fruit flies (Liu, 2010), bac-
teria (Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010), budding yeast (Noree et al., 2010), fission yeast (Zhang et al., 2014) and human cells (Carcamo
et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011). (A) In the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) follicle cells, overexpressing CTPS-GFP (green) leads to
long cytoophidia. (B) Cytoophidia, labeled by CTPS-GFP (green), is detectable in budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). (C)
Cytoophidia, labeled by CTPS-GFP (green), is detectable in fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe). (D) CTPS1-GFP (green) and
IMPDH (red) form filamentous cytoophidia in human (Homo sapiens) HEK293T cells. Image in D is kindly provided by Chia Chun
Chang and Li-Ying Sung from National Taiwan University. Nuclei are labeled by DNA dyes (magenta in A–C; blue in D). Scale bars,
10 lm. (see colour version of this figure at www.informahealthcare.com/bmg)
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tetramers, imposed by polymerization are responsible
for the inhibition of the CTP synthesis reaction
(Figure 2A). This model of filament assembly is unusual
as most previously described examples of filament
forming proteins rely on horizontal stacking of (loosely
ring-shaped) homo-oligomers in which interacting
residues are multiplied through the oligomer’s radial
symmetry (O’Connell et al., 2012). In conflict with this
model, data has been presented indicating that the
oligomer subunits of CTPS polymers may be catalytically
inactive dimers instead of tetramers (Figure 2B).
Mutations at regions of S. cerevisiae or Drosophila CTPS
thought to destabilize the tetramer conformation were
shown to result in longer filaments, indicating that CTPS
tetramers are not incorporated into cytoophidia
(Aughey et al., 2014; Noree et al., 2014). This discrepancy
may be explained by the possibility that the mechanism
of CTPS polymer assembly has diverged between eukar-
yotes and prokaryotes.

The regulation of CTPS by filament formation pro-
vides an additional mechanism of metabolic control to
an enzyme that has already been shown to be subject
to regulation by a plethora of different strategies. These
include covalent modification, (i.e. phosphorylation by
multiple kinases), allosteric interactions, feedback inhib-
ition and transcriptional control (Meng et al., 2004).
Given that CTPS activity is tightly coordinated by mul-
tiple independent regulatory strategies, it is unclear why
CTPS requires this additional level of regulation.

Although this question remains unanswered, it is pos-
sible to speculate on possible reasons for the presence
of this well conserved feature of CTPS.

It is possible that the formation of a centralized ‘‘stor-
age depot’’ of CTPS allows for faster re-activation of the
enzyme following periods of low nutrient availability to
quickly increase the intracellular CTP pool. A filamentous
structure has an advantage over a non-linear protein
aggregate in this respect due to its larger surface area,
therefore providing easier access for regulatory small
molecules (such as CTP) or kinases to stimulate filament
dissociation and enzyme reactivation. Furthermore, the
model demonstrated by Barry et al. (2014) implies that
the polymer is apolar (unlike the majority of biological
polymers such as microtubules), therefore assembly and
disassembly are presumably not end-limiting, allowing
for faster state transitions. The incorporation of tet-
ramers into the polymer would be advantageous to
such a strategy as they would be catalytically ‘‘ready’’
upon filament depolymerization. It has also been sug-
gested that having multiple levels of regulation for a
single enzyme allows for regulation of CTP production
over a wider range of kinetic parameters, which may be
important for an enzyme such as CTPS that is rate limit-
ing for an important anabolic pathway (Barry et al.,
2014).

At present, the timescales over which cytoophidia are
able to reversibly assemble in a physiologically relevant
system are unknown. It is possible that enzyme re-

Figure 2. Schematic representation of proposed mechanisms of CTPS polymer assembly. (A) Mechanism demonstrated by Barry
et al. (2014). Active CTPS tetramers (left) undergo conformational change dependant on CTP concentration leading to polymer for-
mation of interdigitated tetramer subunits. Multiple polymers associate into cytoplasmic filaments (right). (B) Mechanism proposed
by Aughey et al. (2014) and Noree et al. (2014). Polymerization is dependent on dimerization/tetramerization state of CTPS.
Catalytically active tetramers (left) dissociate into constituent dimers for inclusion into inactive cytoplasmic filaments (right). Both
mechanisms rely on increasing CTP concentration to promote filament assembly (increasing left to right). (see colour version of this
figure at www.informahealthcare.com/bmg)
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activation by disassembly is rapid, however filament for-
mation may require the diffusion of monomers with
assembly being stochastic in nature. Therefore, cytoo-
phidia formation may represent a long-term adaptation,
which could explain why filament formation does not
appear to necessarily correlate to cell cycle stage (Chen
et al., 2011), throughout which nucleotide demand fluc-
tuates rapidly, but can be regulated by cell cycle entry
or exit (Aughey et al., 2014).

Possible functions of cytoophidia

Although the relationship between CTPS catalytic activ-
ity and filament formation has now been extensively
characterized, several questions remain regarding the
role of cytoophidia and other filament forming enzymes
in cell biology (Figure 3). In C. crescentus, CTPS filament
formation has been shown to have a novel role in regu-
lating the cell’s characteristic curved morphology
through localization to the inner curved membrane
where it is hypothesized to mediate a mechanical func-
tion in an analogous role to a cytoskeletal component
such as actin (Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010). However, it
remains unclear whether changes in cell morphology
are mediated by force generation through CTPS itself or
through recruitment of other factors. Despite the highly
conserved compartmentalization of CTPS across taxo-
nomic domains, non-canonical roles for CTPS filaments
have not yet been observed in eukaryotes. It has been
hypothesized however, that cytoophidia may possess as
yet unseen novel functions in eukaryotes (Liu, 2011).
There are several lines of evidence indicating that this
may be the case.

First, CTPS has been shown to colocalise with the de
novo purine biosynthesis enzyme inosine-50-monophos-
phate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) in human cells (Carcamo
et al., 2011). IMPDH catalyzes the conversion of IMP to
XMP, a rate limiting step in the production of guanine
nucleotides, and is therefore a critical regulator of pur-
ine nucleotide metabolism (Hedstrom, 2009). It is not
yet known whether IMPDH binds directly to CTPS or
whether both proteins bind to a common third partner,
however both CTPS and IMPDH filaments have been
shown to exist independently of each other in vivo indi-
cating that neither is necessary for the assembly of the
other (Chang et al., 2015) (Figure 1D). However, the
proximity between these two important enzymes indi-
cates that there may be cross talk between the pyrimi-
dine and purine de novo biosynthesis pathways. IMPDH
has also been shown to have nucleic acid binding cap-
ability and it has been shown to move between the
nucleus and cytoplasm to mediate a novel role as a
transcription factor involved in cell cycle progression

(Kozhevnikova et al., 2012; McLean et al., 2004). A novel
hypothesis linking these two observations is that the
compartmentalization of IMPDH via association with
CTPS represents a more committed metabolic adapta-
tion than the formation of IMPDH filaments alone. The
generation of more stable, multi-component structures
may act to restrict IMPDH to the cytoplasm
by preventing diffusion, thereby inhibiting its transcrip-
tion factor activity and cell cycle progression. Further
components of the cytoophidium have not yet been
reported, however ‘‘gaps’’ in the structure observed by
confocal microscopy in Drosophila tissues have led to
speculation that other components may be present (Liu,
2010).

The non-receptor tyrosine kinase dACK (Drosophila
orthologue of the mammalian enzyme Ack1 – activated
cdc42-associated kinase 1) was also observed to colocal-
ise with CTPS, and was shown to be necessary for nor-
mal cytoophidia morphology (Strochlic et al., 2014). The
authors also showed that dAck co-localizes with cytoo-
phidia in the human MCF7 cell line after DON treatment,
suggesting that co-localization of dAck and CTPS in
cytoophidia is evolutionarily conserved (Strochlic et al.,
2014). These data provide further support for the idea
that cytoophidia may act as a hub for the regulation of
multiple interrelated biochemical activities. However,
this observation is yet to be confirmed by independent
studies, and it is unclear whether dACK is able to spon-
taneously polymerize in vitro. A study in budding yeast
suggests that direct phosphorylation of CTPS does not
play a significant role in cytoophidium assembly, indi-
cating that the effect of dACK on filament formation is
likely to be indirect (Noree et al., 2014).

CTPS activity is thought to be restricted to the
cytoplasm. However, observations have indicated that
cytoophidia are present within the nuclei of various
human cultured cell types, leading to speculation
that CTPS may have a novel role in the nucleus, sep-
arate from its canonical enzyme activity (Gou et al.,
2014). Furthermore, IMPDH filament formation has
also been demonstrated to occur within the nuclear
envelope (Juda et al., 2014). Although nucleotide bio-
synthesis is thought to predominantly occur in the
cytoplasm, there is evidence that some enzymes of
pyrimidine biosynthesis may also have activity in the
nucleus. For example a small fraction of the multi-
functional enzyme, carbamoyl phosphate synthetase,
aspartate transcarbamylase, and dihydroorotase (CAD)
has been shown to have nuclear localization in mam-
malian cells which is responsive to cell cycle phase
(Carrey et al., 2002, Chaparian & Evans, 1988, Sigoillot
et al., 2003). Therefore, the observation that CTPS
may be present in the nucleus under certain
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conditions is not unprecedented. The functions of
cytoophidia in the nucleus are currently unclear;
however, it could facilitate transcription through regu-
lation of nucleotide production for incorporation into
RNA in situ. The observation that CTPS may localize
to different membrane bound cellular compartments
invites the speculation that filament formation could
act to prevent the movement of CTPS into or out of

the nucleus as required. The filament forming prop-
erty of CTPS, may therefore represent a novel mech-
anism to spatially regulate enzyme activity in
addition to its role in downregulating catalysis.

Structural roles for filament-forming proteins have
not been widely demonstrated. However, it is conceiv-
able that even if individual filaments do not contribute
roles that are directly analogous to those of cytoskeletal

Figure 3. Schematic demonstrating hypothesized cellular functions of cytoophidia beyond regulation of enzymatic activity. (A)
‘‘Storage depot’’ downregulation or ‘‘Activator’’ upregulation of enzyme activity by filament assembly, as demonstrated by (Aughey
et al., 2014; Barry et al., 2014; Noree et al., 2014) and (Chang et al., 2015; Strochlic et al., 2014), respectively. (B) Filament formation
mediates structural roles analogous to cytoskeletal filaments as demonstrated in C. crescentus (Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010). (C)
The cytoophidium provides an intracellular scaffold for the sequestration of further cytoplasmic proteins. (D) Formation of intracellu-
lar filaments regulates traffic of CTPS between cellular compartments. (see colour version of this figure at www.informahealthcare.
com/bmg)
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proteins, the assembly of filamentous macrostructures
may reflect a wider re-organization of the cytoplasm in
response to metabolic or physiological changes. It has
been demonstrated that several metabolic enzymes
reversibly assemble into macrostructures as an adaptive
metabolic process, and large-scale screens have indi-
cated that this process may be widespread (Petrovska
et al., 2014, Noree et al., 2014). The transition of meta-
bolic enzymes from diffuse to filamentous may result in
changes in the mechanical properties of the cell, simply
by altering the viscosity of the cytoplasm, thereby help-
ing the cell to adapt to altered environmental
conditions.

Regulation of cytoophidium assembly

That CTPS polymerization is regulated as adaptive meta-
bolic response, dependant on environmental nutrient
availability, is a feature that has been widely demon-
strated. However, it has also been demonstrated that the
reversible compartmentalization of CTPS occurs during
various physiological processes, during which it is
thought to facilitate the transition between cellular
metabolic states necessary for co-ordinating proliferation
or other energy-dependant cellular processes (Aughey
et al., 2014). A notable example of reversible compart-
mentalization of CTPS in normal development is during
neurogenesis. In Drosophila, a population of neural stem
cells (neuroblasts) in the central nervous system (CNS)
undergo a defined period of programed quiescence dur-
ing larval development (Chell & Brand, 2010). These cells
were shown to have prominent cytoophidia, which were
seen to disassemble upon reentry of the cell cycle.
Knockdown of the serine/threonine kinase AKT, which is
necessary for initiation of neuroblast proliferation (Chell
& Brand, 2010), was sufficient to prevent the dissociation
of filaments. These data indicate that cytoophidia assem-
bly plays a role in the regulation of normal developmen-
tal processes, as well as adaptive metabolism, and that
filament formation is likely to be dependent on signaling
from extrinsic cellular factors aside from direct allosteric
regulation by nucleotide concentrations.

Developmentally regulated changes in CTPS com-
partmentalization have also been proposed to occur in
several other physiological contexts. The ovarian follicle
cell epithelium in Drosophila has proved to be a useful
system in which to study the regulation of cytoophidia
formation (Figure 1A). This is due to the highly reliable
distribution of filaments in these cells, as well as the
overall genetic tractability and nutritional sensitivity of
the tissue (Liu, 2010, Noree et al., 2010, Chen et al., 2011,
Azzam & Liu, 2013, Strochlic et al., 2014, Wang et al.,
2015, Aughey et al., 2016). Cytoophidia are easily

visualized in follicle cells throughout most of oogenesis,
then undergo a rapid disassembly in time with a period
of increased anabolic activity during the chorion gene
amplification stage of oogenesis (Aughey et al., 2016). In
Drosophila follicle cells, the occurrence of cytoophidia
correlates with the expression of the oncogene Myc.
Knockdown of Myc results in loss of cytoophidia in fol-
licle cells, while overexpressing Myc can induce cytoo-
phidium formation (Aughey et al., 2016). It has been
proposed that filament dissociation is required to facili-
tate this metabolic change, although this is yet to be
conclusively demonstrated.

Cytoophidia have been shown to be regulated by a
number of cellular processes in the Drosophila ovarian
follicle cells. Knockdown of the ubiquitin E3 ligase, Cbl,
has been shown to be required for filament formation
without affecting CTPS protein levels. It remains unclear
whether ubiquitination of CTPS directly by Cbl is
required for cytoophidia formation, or whether filament
formation is dependent on an indirect effect of Cbl
action (Wang et al., 2015). Cytoophidia have also been
shown to be regulated in these cells by basic helix-loop-
helix transcription factor and oncogene, Myc, which is
highly expressed in metabolically active and proliferat-
ing tissues.

Further evidence that cytoophidia may be regulated
by the action of extrinsic factors comes from the obser-
vation that treatment of yeast cells with the broadly
active kinase inhibitor staurosporine is sufficient to
cause dramatic upregulation of filament formation
(Noree et al., 2010). However, it is not clear whether this
is a direct consequence of CTPS phosphorylation, or due
to the metabolic perturbation which is undoubtedly
induced by inhibiting multiple kinases. Further study
will be required to determine whether post-translational
modifications play any role in promoting or preventing
CTPS polymerization into cytoophidia.

Widespread prevalence of filament-forming
enzymes

CTP synthase (CTPS) remains one of the best character-
ized examples of compartmentalization of a metabolic
enzyme through polymerization; however, there is evi-
dence to suggest that this feature may be widespread
in the modulation of protein catalytic activity. One of
the earliest enzymes to be identified as subject to regu-
lation by the assembly of monomers into higher-order
structures is acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC). Purified ACC
from animal tissues was shown by electron microscopy
to reversibly form filamentous structures upon incuba-
tion with its allosteric activator, citrate (Kleinschmidt
et al., 1969). Conversely, incubation with malonyl-CoA or
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Mg2þ ions, both inhibitors of ACC, caused rapid depoly-
merization of citrate-induced filaments (Beaty & Lane,
1983a,b). For a long time, the polymerized form of ACC
has been detectable as tiny subcellular filaments by
electron microscopy (Kleinschmidt et al., 1969; Meredith
& Lane, 1978). A study reported that Acc1p (the yeast
ortholog of ACC) has diffused distribution under normal
growth conditions, while prolonged starvation can drive
Acc1p to form rod-like structures in budding yeast
(Suresh et al., 2015). From these data, it has been
inferred that the formation of higher order structures is
necessary to positively regulate the enzymatic activity of
ACC. Furthermore, it has been speculated that these
structures may possess a further, possibly structural, role
in fatty acid synthesis, however no evidence has yet
been presented in support of this idea (Beaty & Lane,
1983b; Kim et al., 2010). The fact that the polymerization
of ACC appears to have the opposite effect on its
enzymatic activity to that of CTPS indicates that
although there are broad similarities between these two
filaments, the mechanisms of their assembly and nature
of monomer subunits may differ greatly. Following the
discovery of the regulation of ACC by filament assembly,
several other enzymes with wide ranging functions have
been shown to assemble into filamentous structures
(Table 1).

In a yeast protein localization screen in which CTPS
filaments were identified, eight further proteins localiz-
ing to four distinct intracellular structures were also
observed including the metabolic enzymes glutamine
synthase and GDP-mannose pyrophosphorylase (Noree
et al., 2010). Although these structures are

morphologically similar in appearance, it is not possible
to tell whether they regulate enzyme activity by a com-
mon mechanism. However, it has been shown that glu-
tamine synthase filaments appear to be regulated in a
similar manner to CTPS, acting to mediate cellular glu-
tamine homeostasis with their assembly being highly
responsive to cellular metabolic state (Petrovska et al.,
2014). This indicates that the ‘‘storage depot’’ model of
enzyme filament formation may be more widespread
than previously realized.

An expanded screening has been carried out by our
group recently. We identified 23 proteins which can
form filamentous structures (Shen et al., 2016). We con-
firmed all the nine proteins identified in the Wilhelm
study (Noree et al., 2010) and four septin proteins avail-
able in that collection. These enzymes are clustered in
metabolic pathways. It will be interesting to see how
many of them reside in the same structures. These
screening studies could still be an underestimate of the
number of filament-forming proteins since the assembly
of filaments is sensitive to various culture conditions.
Further study will be required to determine the full
extent of enzymes which are regulated by filament
formation.

A common feature that seems to be shared by many
enzyme filaments is the ability to reversibly dissociate in
response to metabolite changes in the cellular environ-
ment. Often these changes are seen in response to
small molecules known to be allosteric regulators,
pharmacological inhibitors or substrates (for example
regulation of cytoophidia formation by CTP end-product
inhibition, or ACC by malonyl-CoA). By this mechanism,

Table 1. Filament-forming proteins and their regulatorsa.

Protein
Effect of filament formation on

catalytic activity Induced by Dissociated by References

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) Enhanced Citrate, MIG12 Malonyl-CoA (Beaty & Lane, 1983a,b; Kim
et al., 2010; Kleinschmidt et al.,
1969)

Glutamate dehydrogenase
(GDH)

Unknown ADP GTP, NADH (Zeiri & Reisler, 1978)

Glutamate synthase Unknown Unknown Unknown (Noree et al., 2014)
Glutamine synthase Unknown Zinc, nutrient restriction Unknown (Miller et al., 1974, Petrovska

et al., 2014)
GDP-mannose
pyrophosphorylase

Unknown Unknown Unknown (Noree et al., 2014)

Mps1/Polo Unknown Hypoxia Collagenase (Gilliland et al., 2009)
UDP-N-acetylmuramate-alanine
ligase

Unknown Unknown Unknown (Werner et al., 2009)

IRE1 Enhanced Stress response Unknown (Korennykh et al., 2009; Li
et al., 2010)

Cytidine-5’-triphosphate syn-
thase (CTPS)

Reduced CTP, Glutamine analogs, nutri-
ent restriction

Unknown (Ingerson-Mahar et al., 2010;
Liu, 2010; Noree et al., 2010)

Inosine-5’-monophosphate
dehydrogenase (IMPDH)

Enhanced Mycophenolate, Ribavirin Unknown (Chang et al., 2015; Gunter
et al., 2007; Ji et al., 2006)

Nitrilase Unknown Unknown Unknown (Thuku et al., 2007)
B-glucosidase Enhanced Unknown Unknown (Gunning, 1965, Kim et al.,

2005)
Activated Cdc42 kinase (dAck) Unknown Unknown Unknown (Strochlic et al., 2014)
aNovel filament-forming proteins recently identified in Shen et al., 2016 are not included in this table.
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these filaments seem to be clearly regulating their
enzymatic activity in response to metabolic demand.
However, a small number of enzyme filaments have
been identified that do not have biosynthetic capacity
resulting in the production of small molecules that are
able to directly affect their polymerization. An example
of this is the protein kinases Mps1 and Polo. These pro-
teins were shown to form intracellular filaments upon
exposure to hypoxic conditions (McLean et al., 2004). It
is unclear whether these filaments are responding dir-
ectly or indirectly to changes in the cellular environment
in hypoxia. Intriguingly, Mps1/Polo filaments were
shown to be sensitive to collagenase, indicating that
they may be dependent on a collagen-like backbone for
their formation.

Filament-forming enzymes and the
cytoskeleton

It has been hypothesized that the ability of metabolic
enzymes to polymerize into intracellular filaments
helped to drive the evolution of the cytoskeleton (Barry
& Gitai, 2011). Aside from obvious morphological and
structural similarities of observed enzyme polymers to
cytoskeletal elements, there are several lines of evidence
to support this idea. In C. crescentus CTPS filaments have
been shown to be involved in regulating cell curvature
in an apparently structural role analogous to that of an
intermediate filament in eukaryotic cells (Ingerson-
Mahar et al., 2010). Similar structural roles for CTPS have
not yet been observed in eukaryotes, however their
restricted distributions (e.g. in rat neuronal axons), indi-
cates that this is possible.

Further evidence has been presented for an evolu-
tionary relationship between cytoskeletal components
and metabolic enzymes. Intriguingly, the glycolytic
enzyme hexokinase has high structural similarity to actin
(although shares little sequence homology), being cate-
gorized as an ‘‘actin fold’’ protein with a core conserved
ATP binding site (Bork et al., 1992; Wilson & Schwab,
1996). It has been suggested that hexokinase and actin
evolved from a common ancestor, with actin having
gained the ability to polymerize in order to mediate
enzymatic activity (Barry & Gitai, 2011). In this scenario
the catalytic activity of the protein was subsequently
lost, possibly due to redundancy or selective pressure,
resulting in a protein with a purely structural role which
remains regulated by nucleotide interactions as a conse-
quence of its catalytic evolutionary past. Despite being a
compelling hypothesis, it is also conceivable to imagine
these events happening in the opposite order. That is,
in a cellular precursor with limited autonomous meta-
bolic control, a polymerizing structural component may

have been regulated by interactions with small mole-
cules in its immediate molecular environment. Catalytic
activity may then have evolved as a consequence of
these interactions with these small molecules.
Subsequently, some of these proteins may have lost
their cytoskeletal properties. Therefore, the opposite
hypothesis can be put forward; that filament forming
proteins helped to drive the evolution of catalysis.

These ideas about the evolutionary relationship
between polymerizing enzymes and cytoskeletal com-
ponents may help to explain how non-polymerizing pro-
tein have retained features in common with filament
forming enzymes such as oligomerization, tendency to
aggregate and allosteric regulation. Regardless of the
order in which this process occurred, it is clear that
there is a close relationship between filament forming
enzymes and cytoskeletal proteins, which indicates that
many more proteins than currently appreciated may
harbor polymerizing tendencies that have as yet gone
unnoticed.

Implications for disease biology

Enzymes involved in nucleotide metabolism have been
considered promising targets for human cancer therapy
due to their proven antiproliferative effects in animal
models and clinical trials (Jordheim et al., 2013). CTPS
activity was shown to be upregulated by as much as
ten-fold in human hepatomas, suggesting that the
increased rate of CTP synthesis may confer a selective
advantage to these tumors (Kizaki et al., 1980).
Mutations in conserved allosteric regulatory sites in CHO
cells were shown to increase resistance to anti-prolifera-
tive cytotoxic nucleosides as well as increase intracellu-
lar CTP concentration and promote a higher rate of
spontaneous mutations (Chu et al., 1984; Meuth et al.,
1979; Whelan et al., 1993). Furthermore, CTPS inhibitors
were identified in a large scale chemical screen as one
of the most effective anti-proliferative drugs in a
Drosophila metastatic tumor model (Willoughby et al.,
2013).

Our newfound understanding of the regulation of
CTPS activity through cytoophidia formation raises sev-
eral questions regarding the role of CTPS in tumorigen-
esis. It has been demonstrated that increasing CTPS
concentrations in vivo and in vitro lead to only modest
increases in CTP production (Aughey et al., 2014; Barry
et al., 2014). When mutations were made at the poly-
merization interface disrupting CTPS polymerization, the
catalytic activity of the enzyme was shown to be slightly
downregulated, however feedback inhibition was also
disrupted, leading to an overall increase in CTP produc-
tion in vivo (Barry et al., 2014). It is plausible that the
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upregulation of CTPS activity observed in tumor cells
may be caused by mutations disrupting cytoophidia
assembly. However, tumor cells have been reported to
typically present a 3- to 4-fold increase in intracellular
nucleotide pools (Traut, 1994), which is broadly in line
with the theoretical limits imposed by models recently
presented (Aughey et al., 2014; Barry et al., 2014).
Therefore, the formation of cytoophidia may help to
explain why higher nucleotide concentrations are not
frequently observed and point to higher expression of
CTPS as the primary mechanism for CTP pool increase.

CTP synthase (CTPS) is not the only enzyme for which
a greater understanding of its polymerization may lead
to insights into disease etiology or therapeutics. Specific
point mutations in IMPDH are linked to the degenera-
tive eye disease autosomal dominant retinitis pigmen-
tosa (adRP). Interestingly, this disease leads to the
specific degeneration of retinal cells despite the fact
that IMPDH is broadly expressed and essential for purine
metabolism. The same mutations implicated in adRP
have also been shown to cause increased propensity for
filament formation, indicating that this process may
have a role in the pathology of the disease (Labesse
et al., 2013).

A greater appreciation for the phenomenon of
enzyme filament formation generally may lead to novel
approaches to the design of inhibitors targeting a num-
ber of metabolic pathways. It is conceivable that thera-
peutics could be developed that specifically inhibit or
promote polymerization. Greater understanding of the
mechanisms by which enzyme filaments are regulated
will be required to realize this goal. Furthermore, fila-
ment forming enzymes could potentially be used as
novel biomarkers for disease. For example, autoantibod-
ies against IMPDH filaments (also referred to as ‘‘rods
and rings’’/RR) have been observed to be enriched in
patients being treated for hepatitis C (Calise et al., 2015).

Perspectives

Due to the closely interrelated properties of enzymatic
activity and filament-formation displayed by enzymes
such as CTPS, considerable difficulties may be encoun-
tered in the study of filament forming enzymes. A com-
bination of genetic, biochemical, and microscopic
approaches have been extensively applied to the inves-
tigation of filament-forming enzymes, all of which have
certain advantages and shortcomings. Biochemical
approaches have been essential for determining how
enzyme dynamics are affected by filament formation in
vitro. Furthermore, reconstitution of cytoophidia in test
tubes, in combination with super-resolution microscopy,
can be performed to determine cytoophidium behavior,

dynamics and ultrastructure. When combined with gen-
etic approaches, it may be possible to identify point
mutations or truncations in which filament-forming pro-
pensities are disrupted, whilst enzymatic activity is
retained. The phenotypic consequences of losing the
filament-forming property can subsequently be
assessed, without disrupting enzymatic activity.
Unicellular organisms such as budding yeast and fission
yeast are excellent models to determine the function of
cytoophidia systematically. Series of point mutations
can be generated and assessed for their effects on the
cell cycle, cell size, organelle morphology or global
metabolic profiling. Furthermore, genetic approaches in
multicellular models such as Drosophila have been used
to great effect to determine the physiological and cell-
type specific effects of filament formation or disruption.
Enzyme filaments such as cytoophidia are frequently
detectable using standard light-microscopy methods in
vivo, therefore changes in their distribution and appear-
ance may be easily quantified in the context of a whole
tissue. To acquire a full understanding of the role of fila-
ment formation in metabolic enzymes, a combination of
these approaches is likely to be required.

The identification of multiple filament forming
enzymes has opened up an exciting new chapter in our
understanding of enzymatic regulation. The filament
forming property of CTPS, in particular, has been the sub-
ject of intensive research by multiple groups over recent
years; however, significant questions remain regarding
the structure, composition and function of cytoophidia.
Nevertheless, we have gained significant insights into
how metabolic processes can be regulated by dynamic
rearrangement of individual proteins. Further research
will be required to understand the role of the ever-
increasing complement of metabolic enzyme filaments
in regulating catalysis and cellular homeostasis.
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